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II.Read the text and fill in the empty spaces. (10x1p=10p)
Face projection
A Japanese artist found ______1_____way to project expressions onto people’s faces, so he
created a facial mask.
He and ______2________ team showed their 3D facial projection _____3__________ a
group ______4_______ people in Tokyo. The team was inspired ______5__________
traditional Japanese culture, animation and technology. They also discovered
______6_________ projecting a symmetrical face feels unnatural. _______7_________ they
project an asymmetrical face instead.
The artist and his team ____8________ looking for investors, so they _____9________ take
their project to the ________10________ level.

II1. Fill in with: when, where, who, what, why, how much, how many. (10x1p=10p)
1.________________does he like most about school? Games
2.________________is his birthday? On the 5th of October.
3,________________do they ask so many questions? They want to know.
4.___________does he go on Saturday afternoons? To the swimming-pool.
5. _____________brings presents to children at Christmas? Santa Clause.
6. _______________do you live? In London.
7. __________________do you get up in the morning? At 7 o’clock.
8._____________is your best friend? Paul
9. _____________sister have you got? Two sisters.
10._________________money have you got?$3

IV. Choose the right option: (10x2p=20p)
1. The clown is very funny. He ________________do fantastic tricks. can/must
2. Children______________ play in the street. mustn’t/ can’t
3. I am not good at sports. I_____________jump or run fast. mustn’t/ can’t
4. My father makes good soup. He _____________cook anything. can/must
5. Babies __________ a lot at night. cry/ are crying
6. He sometimes ______ the guitar. plays/ is playing
7. While mother was cooking I ______ a computer game. played/ was playing
8. Did you ______ the dog last night? fed/ feed
9. He ________ the car when it started to rain. cleaned/ was cleaning
10. The chef _________ the soup to see if it needs more salt. tastes/ is tasting

V. Write an e-mail to your friend describing your favourite room in the house.
(6x5p=30p)

